The ultimate personnel tracking system and mustering software product for all your safety, security and zone restriction requirements.

The Northern Apex personnel tracking solution for employee monitoring and mustering is a turnkey solution for detecting and tracking employees, vendors, and customers.

Northern Apex strategically locates readers at key points within the defined zones to provide instant visibility as individuals enter and leave that area. Depending on your needs we use a variety of auto-ID solutions including RFID, barcodes, 2D data matrices, as well as biometrics to deliver accurate, near real-time reporting. Our solution uses the Last Time Location System (LTLS) information from choke point or biometric sensors, which allows the system to make logical assumptions as to the location of personnel. Depending on your required level of granularity, our system can locate someone to the nearest square yard. The system can be PC, tablet, or smartphone based to meet your specific requirements. Security Environments

The solution provides visibility into restricted and controlled areas preventing unauthorized access. It also includes security for people and assets, and security zones for automated tracking. The solution can integrate with existing software or security systems to alert when unauthorized persons enter the zone. The system can also incorporate motion detection enabling full restricted zone enforcement of persons who are without an ID.

Benefits of RFID for Personnel Tracking System:

- Tracks employees, vendors and customers within your facility
- Monitors employee efficiency and effectiveness
- Regulates access to restricted areas
- Integrates with current security and software systems to add advanced safety features

Software

Our proprietary software is ready to go without the expensive development costs.

- Host Software
- Software Licenses
- Annual Software Support